FITS LIKE A GLOVE
RECARO Pole Position (ABE) Grün

10 %
// BLEIBT GESUND - RABATT //
// STAY HEALTHY DISCOUNT //
RACING SHELL CULTURE
WILD AND GREEN


Providing thrillingly dynamic driving pleasure: the RECARO Pole Position (ABE) Grün is a street-legal racing shell. It shelters the body like a second skin. With great lateral hold and perfect shoulder support. Ready for direct feedback from the track.

It upgrades every interior: its slim, one-piece shell combines RECARO performance ergonomics with strikingly sportive design. And impresses with finest RECARO craftsmanship: the material used for headrests and sidebolsters is exclusive leather in carbon-look. Luminous green leather strips with black contrast stitching emphasize the clear contours. Jet black Dinamica on seat cushions and backrests provides a pleasant feel and optimum hold.
RECARO BUCKET SEATS – HERITAGE AND PASSION

The origins of racing seats approved for road use. Pioneers for professionals in motorsport.

Bucket seats from RECARO have been setting standards for more than 50 years: 1967 saw the launch of the RECARO Rallye, the first shell seat for road use. It was followed in 1974 by the RECARO Racing Seat, the first thoroughbred shell for professional touring car competitions. Common to them both: the body-shaped seat shells, which reflected from the start RECARO’s extraordinary standards of safety and lightweight construction.

The two originals were followed by numerous RECARO milestones featuring evolutionary and revolutionary innovations in the disciplines of safety, weight and comfort: in 1974, the first shell seat with a backrest recliner and, in 1979, the first super light racing seat made of Kevlar (under 3 kg) – all the way to the racing shell licensed for road use, the RECARO Pole Position (ABE).

With 53 years of experience behind it, RECARO Automotive leads the way in racing seats. And is already working on the future of sportive seating: the RECARO Performance Seats of tomorrow take the unique RECARO Riding Performance to a new level – for road use and on the track.